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1. DECISIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS, SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND IAEA AFFECTING WHO.s 
ACTIVITIES i Item 6.1 of the Agenda (Documents EB27/9,

1

 E327/9 Add.l,
1

 ЕВ27/Ю, 
EB27/1Û Add.l and E B 2 7 / H

2

) 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the present item fell into two main partБ• He 

invited Mr Siegel to introduce the part relating to administrative and financial 

matters. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that the two documents relating to 

the part of the subject he was to introduce were EB27/9
1

 and E627/9 Add.l.
1

 He 

would first refer to the latter document^ which contained the report of the Fifth 

Committee to the United Nations General Assembly at its fifteenth session cn 

administrative and budgetary co-ordination in the United Nations family. It 

included some draft resolutions recommended by the Fifth Committee and subsequently 

adopted by the General Assembly. 

Document EB27/9 dealt with four main subjects, the first being the system of 

post adjustments. It would be noted that the question of the date from which future 

post adjustments in Geneva were to be calculated had now been settled
#
 so no further 

action was called for. 

The second subject was the review of the Joint Staff Pension Fund. As the Board 

had noted the previous day, the General Assembly had approved certain changes that 

would come into effect on 1 April 1961. The Board had approved the consequential -

changes in the Staff Rules, so there again no further action was called for. 

On the third subject, the study of international salary scales, the Board would 

note from section 3 of document EB27/9 that progress was being made. 

1
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The fourth subject dealt with was the report of the United Nations Advisory 

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) on the administrative 

budgets of the specialized agencies for 1961. The text of the report, which was 

appended to document ÎB27/9, contained a variety of comments, to some of which it 

would be useful to draw the Board's attention. The introduction consisted of 

general observations relevant to all the international organizations included in 

the study. Part II dealt with programme appraisals and co-ordination, section 7 

containing a reference to the objective� of the five-year appraisal and comments • 

notably the last sentence - on what it might be expected to accomplish. Section 9 

listed, in sub-sections (a) to (g), some of the major points emerging from the 

review of the Consolidated Report. Drawing particular attention to the second 

sentence of sub-paragraph (f), on the imdesirability of stabilizing budgets at 

present levels, and to sub-paragraph (g), on the difficulty of finding suitably 

qualified personnel, he emphasized that they referred not only to WHO but to all 

organizations included in the appraisal. In section 11 the Advisory Committee 

indicated the data that it would like to have seen included in the appraisal and 

suggested specifically that "in the further measures to be taken in keeping the 

appraisals up to date, greater attention should be given to the trends in respect 

of the cost of programmes
11

. 

Part III contained a summary table relating to the budgets of the United 

Nations agencies. Part IV outlined the work of each agency in the Republic of the 

Congo (Leopoldville). Part V described the specific aid given by each agency to 

newly independent countries. Part VI referred to the measures taken to include a 
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proportion of the administrative and operational services costs of each agency under 

the Technical Assistance Programme in its budget, and to the further decisions to be 

takeñ when, the present arrangements expired. In that connexion it had been pointed 

out to the Advisory Committee that, whatever decision was taken, it was important to 

WHO that it be taken early enough to allow provision to be made in the Organization's 

regular budget without disturbing its normal budgetary processes. 

In Part VII it was pointed out, in particular, that WHO had not yet availed 

itself of any administrative allocations from the United Nations Special Fund in 

respect of the two projects for which it was the executing agent but that that did not 

prejudice any such action in respect of future projects. Regarding Part VIII, it was 

only necessary to remark that WHO endeavoured to participate in all arrangements 

designed to secure greater co-ordination in the field consistent with its require-

ments. In regard to common premises, for example, the conference facilities of the 

Regional Office in Manila were now being widely used by other organizations, and the 

same would certainly be true of the conference facilities in other offices as 

accommodation was increased. 

Part IX showed the number of posts in the various agencies and Part X gave data 

on collection of contributions. Part XI dealt with the working capital funds of the 

different agencies, and Part XII concerned a number of other matters to which he had 

already referred at the beginning of his statement. 

The part of the report reproduced on pages 27 to 31 of the Appendix to document 

EB27/9 dealt specifically with the financial and administrative affairs of WHO, on 

the basis of its 196l budget, which had been discussed by the Advisory Committee 
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with the Director-General and his representatives. It seemed necessary only to note 

the interest of the Advisory Committee in the decision to amalgamate three special 

accounts into a single fund for health promotion (section 8l) and in the arrangements 

for dealing with the financial problems that had arisen in respect of the malaria 

eradication programme (section 82). The opportunity might also be taken of 

expressing appreciation of the favourable recommendation by the Advisory Committee 

on the question of reimbursement of the cost to WHO of the extension to the Palais 

des Nations (section 8?). 

Before concluding he would turn again to the Appendix to document EB27/9 Add.l 

and draw attention to the view of the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly, 

expressed in section 3 of its report, that, "as regards the conclusions of the 

Appraisals Committee, the principal point of budgetary interest was that an arbitrary 

stabilization of budgets at present levels was not desirable, and that more 

programme funds could and should be usefully employed, without any marked increase 

in administration costs". He might also refer to the two suggestions in section 4: 

that ACABQ should devote particular attention in its next report on co-ordination in 

the field to the position of the specialized agencies and UNICEF and to their 

relations with each other and with the United Nationsi and that ACABQ should be 

invited to assist the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination with its study of 

the possible effects on the activities of the United Nations family of an increase 

in the operations of the Technical Assistance Programme and the Special Fund. 

Finally, on the question of a consolidated budget for the entire United Nations 

family, referred to in section 6, the Board would be aware of the many potential 
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difficulties. However, that was a matter which might well be discussed later in the 

framework of the organization study on co-ordination. 

Mr BRADY, alternate to Dr Hourihane, observed that one of the valuable features 

of the work of ACABQ was that it facilitated a comparison between the administrative 

and financial arrangements of the various agencies• It was no doubt from natural 

modesty that the Director-General and his Assistant Director-General had refrained 

from pointing them out, but there were a number of features in the two documents 

introduped by Mr Siegel which showed WHO in a particularly favourable light. He was 

thinking in particular of the Organization^ reaction to the emergency in the Congo 

and its action to provide special assistance to new and emerging territories, 

Mr Siegel had been right to draw particular attention to the important 

recommendation that arbitrary stabilization of the budget should not be advocated. 

It represented an advance on some previous recommendations emanating from the United 

Nations. In view of the present needs in the field of health, it was right that the 

expansion of activities should be limited only by the willingness of the Member 

States to provide funds. 

On the question of co-ordination in the field he would look forward with 

interest to further developments. There were some interesting points in the report 

of ACABQ, particularly regarding co-ordination at field representative level in 

relation to the various sources of funds. 

On the question of a consolidated budget for the entire United Nations family 

he agreed that there need be no debate at the present stage. However, there was no 
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reason why the Board should not express some view, not necessarily in the 

form of a resolution, A consolidated budget was obviously essential at 

the national level, but at the international level the position was somewhat 

different and he personally was doubtful as to the benefits that would 

result. It would certainly lead to some undesirable inter-agency manoeuvring 

with regard to priorities and to some bureaucratic rigidity. On the whole it 

was as well that the advocates of the scheme themselves considered it a remote 

prospect. 

He was glad to know that the problem of post adjustments at Geneva was 

now settled, and through the accepted co-ordination machinery. It had been 

unfortunate that some agencies should have felt obliged to depart from the 

common system of allowances so soon after its adoption. 

Regarding Part III of the appraisal report, referred to in section 9 

of the report of ACABQ, it was interesting to note that the main shifts of 

emphasis mentioned were towards activities which had been characteristic 

of WHO since its very early days. Regarding "the development of institu-

tional machinery and the improvement of public administration", referred to 

in sub-paragraph 9(c), it had long been an essential part of WHO丨s policy 

to promote the strengthening of national health administrations, and recent 

events had high-lighted the importance of a sound administrative basis for 

any health development. 

Referring to the statement in paragraph 9(g) of the report of the 

Advisory Committee, that "with the shift to developmental and operational 
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work and action programmes, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find 

suitably qualified and appropriate technical and expert personnel", 

Mr Siegel had emphasized that it concerned all the agencies covered by the 

appraisal report. He would, however, be interested to know what was the 

present position of WHO in that regard. 

In section 12 the Advisory Committee suggested that programme appraisals 

might cover longer periods than five years. In view of the workload 

involved for the individual agencies, he would be interested to know whether 

the Director-General did not feel that, if the matter came up again, a 

period of seven to ten years should be suggested. 

Part IV of the report gave a gratifying comparative picture of the 

part played by WHO in the Congo; it had sent a large number of staff and 

i о was the agency making the greatest use of fellowships to build up a pool 

cf technical competence. Similarly, Part V gave interesting information on 

WHO's assistance to the newly independent States and the substantial percentage 

increase in its budget for that purpose. 

Regarding Part VI, he understood that the administrative and operational 

services costs under the Technical Assistance Programme were now merged in 

WHO's regular budget and that a subvention was obtained from the Technical 

Assistance Administration, but that that subvention was not adequate. He 

felt that when new arrangements were made it was important to ensure that 

there was not too great a disparity between the amount provided and the 

Organization's actual expenditure. 
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Finally, regarding Part X, he was glad to note that, despite the great increase 

in membership of WHO, the figures for current collection of contributions still 

compared favourably with those of most other agencies• 

Professor AUJALEU observed that the documents before the Board, supplemented 

by the explanation given by Mr Siegel, presented a very clear picture^ and also a 

very favourable one in regard to the administration of WHO. However, he had one 

remark to make and one question to ask. 

His remark was as follows. Mr Brady, in referring to the proposals to 

establish a consolidated budget for all the United Nations agencies, had said that 

he was doubtful about the benefits of such a scheme. Presumably the word 

"doubtful" had been a figure of speech and Mr Brady, like himself, had no doubt 

at all that the scheme would be undesirable. It was a great advantage, not 

enjoyed at the national level, for doctors and health administrators to be able to 

discuss budgetary priorities among themselves, without the intrusion of 

considerations not related to health, and everything possible should be done to 

preserve that advantage. 

His question concerned the reference in section 85 of the report of ACABQ to 

the steps taken to implement the objectives of the General Assembly resolution on 

research into the control of cancerous diseases• In the last sentence of that 

section, it was stated that the Advisory Committee had commented on that question 

separately; he could not find those comments and wondered whether the Director-

General could either summarize them or indicate the reference. 
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Mr SIEGEL said that Professor Aujaleu's question would be answered by his 

colleague, Dr Kaul, who would be introducing the other documents relevant to the 

present item. 

Mr Brady, with reference to the statement of the Advisory Committee that it 

was becoming increasirgly difficult to find suitably qualified personnel, had asked 

what was the position of WHO. The answer was that, as far as WHO was concerned, 

there was not a shortage of suitable personnel; the problem that existed related 

only to the Organization's inability to attract and retain the staff it required, 

owing to the inadequacy of present scales of salaries and allowances. 

Mr Brady had also asked what would be the Director-General
T

s reaction to a 

proposal that future programme appraisals should cover a period of seven to ten 

years instead of five, ТЬаъ was a question the Director-General would prefer not 

to answer until he had been able to consider it further; it might well be examined 

in connexion with the study on co-ordination later in the year. 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, introduced documents ЕВ27/Ю and 

SB27/10 Add.l, relating to decisions of the United Nations and other agencies on 

general and programme matters, and EB27/H,
1

 on the question of cancer research. 

Document ЕВ27/Ю contained decisions taken by the United Nations General 

Assembly during the first part of its fifteenth session, the Economic and Social 

Council at its thirtieth session, the Forty-fourth International Labour Conference, 

the Board of Governors of IAEA and the Eleventh General Conference of UNESCO. He 

would refer only to those resolutions calling for special attention or action by 

the Board. 

î 
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Resolution 799 (XXX) of the Economic and Social Council, on the work of the 

Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, invited the executive heads of the 

specialized agencies to take measures necessary to facilitate the discharge by the 

ACC of its increasing responsibilities, expressed the hope that future reports of 

the ACC would include specific suggestions for Council action, and, noting that the 

specialized agencies had certain responsibilities in relation to the peaceful uses 

of atomic energy in their respective fields of competence, expressed the opinion 

that the periodical review of that field through the ACC should be undertaken on 

an annual basis and the results included in the report of the ACC to the Council• 

Resolution 798 (XXX), as a result of the appraisals report to which Mr Siegel 

had referred, established an ad hoc working group of six members of the Council to 

study the report of the ACC and other reports of the United Nations organs, as well 

as the annual reports of the specialized agencies, and prepare a concise statement 

of the issues and problems in the field of co-ordination calling for the special 

attention of the Council. 

Pesolution 797 (XXX) dealt with administrative and technical training. The 

Council, having noted the emphasis placed in the consolidated appraisals report 

prepared by the specialized agencies on recent developments in programmes for 

training at all levels and on the need for more concerted efforts to assist the 

developing countries in the improvement of education, recommended that the agencies 

should within their own spheres of competence give a high priority in their future 

work to administrative and technical training, and asked them to provide the Council 

with information on that subject in their annual reports• The principles expressed 

in that resolution were very close to those embodied in the general programme of 
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work for a specific period, as well as in the annual programmes and in the Director-

General
 1

 s reports thereon. The Board might therefore wish to adopt a resolution 

concurring in the opinions of the Council, reaffirming the constitutional 

responsibilities of the Organization in medical and paramedical education and 

training, and requesting that WHO continue to assist the other organizations in 

that field. 

Resolution 792 (XXX) dealt with fields of concerted action. The Council asked 

for suggestions for concerted action in the fields of industrialization, urbanization 

and oceanography. Several health problems invariably arose in programmes of 

urbanization. The redistribution of national populations that was often associated 

with the specific conditions of rapid urbanization made it imperative th^t health 

administrations be consulted so that adequate measures could be taken to protect and 

promote the health of the people involved. The Tenth World Health Assembly and the 

Executive Board at its twenty-first session had considered the participation of WHO 

in broad United Nations programmes in the social and economic field and the RLrector-

General believed that urbanization fulfilled the principles and criteria set out by 

the governing bodies of the Organization for its participation in the proposed 

concerted action programme. Such participation would also conform to the principles 

set out in the Organization's programme of work for a specific period. The Board 

might therefore wish to authorize WHO participation in the broad programme on 

urbanization. 

In resolution 770 (XXX〉， on the international control ef narcotic drugs, the 

Council noted the report of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs and that of the 

Permanent Central Opium Board, as well as that of the Middle East Narcotic Survey 
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Mission. It expressed appreciation of the work of WHO and invited it to study the 

possibility and advisability of giving assistance in the field of drug addiction to 

such countries as might desire it. 

In a further resolution the Council called the attention of governments to the 

opinion of WHO that drugs were required for use in emergencies on board aircraft 

engaged in international flight, and to the legal advice thereon of the United 

Nations Secretariat. The Council further made recommendations for the carriage of 

narcotic drugs in first-aid kits of aircraft engaged in international flight, and 

to that end established certain principles• 

Document EB27/10 Add.1 contained eleven resolutions adopted by the United 

Nations General Assembly at its fifteenth session, one by the Economic and Social 

Council and four by UNESCU. He would first refsr to resolution 1 5 1 6 (XV) of the 

General Assembly on the economic and social consequences of disarmament, as the 

Executive Board had already considered that question and might find in the 

resolution some points of interest. 

In resolution 15З5 (XV) the Board might wish to note that under the confirmed 

allocations of funds for the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance in I96I WHO 

had an allocation of 6 912 4^5 dollars. 

He would refer to two resolutions, both on programme appraisals: the first, 

contained in document EB27/10, was resolution 791 (XXX) of th3 Economic and Social 

Council; the second, contained in document EB27/10 Add.l, resolution 155斗(XV) of 

the General Assembly. The Council, having reviewed the consolidated report 

submitted by its Committee on programme appraisals (a few copies were available 

for any members of the Board who cared to see them) expressed its appreciation to 
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the participating organizations, transmitted the report to the General Assembly and 

invited the specialized agencies to submit the consolidated report for consideration 

and comment before representative governing bodies, as appropriate. That was one 

of the reasons for bringing the resolution to the Board
1

 s attention. The agencies 

were invited to include a section in their annual reports indicating the extent to 

which the trends and emphasis of their programmes as outlined in their individual 

appraisals had been developed as anticipated. The Board might therefore wish to 

take some decision empowering the Organization to continue to co-operate in that 

field. 

The Economic and Social Council at its resumed thirtieth session had adopted 

resolution 806 (XXX), establishing a collective name for the work of the United 

Nations in the field of technical assistance - United Nations Programme of Technical 

Co-operation - and inviting the specialized agencies to consider the possibility of 

using the collective name to cover also their own activities in the field of technical 

assistance. 

Finally he referred to resolutions 1.2)21, 1,2322 and 1.2323 of UNESCO's 

Eleventh General Conference, concerning education and training in Africa. The 

General Conference of UNESCO had invited the African Member States and Associate 

Members to devote particular attention to, and take energetic action in, 

strengthening and developing rapidly their educational systems. The Conference 

had authorized the Director-General of UNESCO, in collaboration with interested 

Member States and with the competent international or regional governmental or non-

governmental organizations, to undertake basic studies with a view to planning and 

developing education, more particularly at the primary and secondary level, and 
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especially for the African States• That was an important development because WHO 

had invariably attached considerable importance to education and training in the 

field of health and could not therefore but welcome that interest in education 

generally and especially in the African Region. It might help the Organization in 

finding more and better prepared candidates for training for the medical and allied 

professions. The current emphasis laid by UNESCO on education would certainly lead 

to a greater collaboration between the two agencies in the pursuit of common goals, 

each of course in its own sphere of competence. 

The meeting rose at 12.35 P.m. 
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1 , DECISIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS, SPECIALIZED AGENCIES IAEA AFFECTING . 

WHO'S ACTIVITIESî Item 6.1 of the Agenda (Documents EB27/9, E B 2 7 / 9 Add.l, 

EB27/10, EB27/10 Add, 1 and E B 2 7 / H ) 

The СНАПШШ observed that the present item fell into two main parts» He 

invited Mr Siegel to introduce the part relating to administrative and financial 

matters• 
* 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Directoi^eneral，said that the two documents relating to 

the part of the subject he was to introduce were 脈了/9 and E B 2 7 / 9 A d d , 、 H e would 

first refer to the latter document, which contained the report of the Fifth. 

Committee to the United Nations General Assembly at its fifteenth session on 

administrative and budgetary co-ordination in the United Nations family. It 

included some draft resolutions recommended by the Fifth Committee and sub-

sequeritly adopted by the General Assembly. 

Document EB27/9 dealt with four main subjects, the first being the system of 

post adjustments» It would be noted that the question of the date from which future 

post adjustments in Geneva were to be calculated had now been settled, so no further 

action was called for, 

The second subject was the review of the Joint Staff Pension Fund* As the Board 

had noted the previous day, the General Assembly had approved certain changes that 

would come into effect on 1 April 1961* The Board had approved the consequential 

changes in tho Staff Rules, so there again no further action was called for
# 

On the third subject, the study of international salary scales, the Board would 

note from section 3 of document EB27/9 that progress was being made争 
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The fourth subject dealt with was the rëpor^t of the United Nations Advisory 

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) on the administrative 

budgets of the specialized agencies for 1961» The text of the report‘’ which was 

appended to document contained a variety of comments, to some of >:hich it 

would be useful to draw the B o a r d s attention. The introduction consisted of 

general observations relevant to all the international organizations included in 

the study
#
 Part 工工 dealt with programme appraisals and co-ordination, section 了 

containing a reference to the objectives of the five-year appraisal and comments _ 

notably the last sentence - on what it might be expected to accomplish» Section 9 

listed, in sub-sections (a) to (g), some of the major points emerging from the 

review of the Consolidated Report. Drawing particular attention to the second 

sentence of sub-paragraph ( f o n the undesirability of stabilizing budgets at 

present levels, and to subparagraph (g)> on the difficulty of finding suitably 

qualified personnel, he emphasized that they referred not only to Ш0 but to all 

organizations included in the appraisal^ In section 11 the Advisory Committee 

indicated the data that it would like to have seen includQd in the appraisal and 

suggested specifically that
 f

,in the further measures to be taken in keeping the 

appraisals up to date, greater attention should be- given to xhe trends in respect 

of the cost of programmes"
#
 . 

Part III contained a summary table relating to the budgets of the United 

Nations agencies^ Part IV outlined the work of each agency in the Republic cf tb.e 

Congo (Leopoldville)
 #
 Part V described thë specific aid given by each agency to 

newly independent countries
t
 Part VI referred to the measures taken to include a 
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proportion of the administrative and operational services côsts of- ‘each, agency under 

the Technical Assistance Programme in its budget, ándito the further decisión^ to be 

taken ;when the. present arrangements expired» In that 0onnèMon it
;

 had been pointed 

put ；to the Advisory CoramitteQ that, whatéver decision дйз taken, it was important to 

WHO that it be а̂Дсед early enougl;. to allow provision to -be made in the Organization
1

 s 

regular budget without disturbing its normal budgetaiy processes
v 

- I n Paçt VII it was pointed out^ In particular," that WHO had not ̂ yet availed 

itself, of any administratlve allocations fr*om the United Nations Speóiáí Fund in 

rçspect of two projects for which it was the executing agent but that thât did not 

prejudice any such action in respect of future projects» Regarding Pairt VIII^ it was 

only necessary to remark that Щ0 endeavoured to participate in all arrangements 

designed, to secure, greater с o-Qj^dinat i on in the field consistent with its re quire-

merrbs• 工n pegard to çommon. premjLses, for： example, tfee conference 'facilities of the 

Regional Office in, Manila were liow being widely used by other organizatibñ8> and the 

same would certainly be true of the. conference facilities in other offices as -

accommodation was increased; -, - . , " •"‘ 

Part IX shewed the number of posts in the various agencies and Part X gave data 

on collection of contributions- Part XI dealt with the working capital funds of the 

different agencies, and Part XII concerned a number Qf other matters- to^whicb he had 

already referred at the beginning ;óf..his statement.^- 厂 二 ： …：ч/ 

The part of the report reproduced on pages >27 tc 31 ûf ^bô Appendix to document 

EB27/9 de^lt specifically vdth the financiaX and administrative ̂ affairs of WHO, on 

the basis of its I 9 6 I budget, which-had .been discussed by the Advisory GOTimittëe 
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with the Director-General and his representatives
 e
 It seemed necessary only to note 

the interest of the Advisory Committee in the decision to amalgamate three special 

accounts Into a single fund for health promotion (section 8l) and in the arrange-

ments. for dealing with the financial problems that had arisen in respect of the 

malaria eradication programme (section 82), The opportunity might also be taken of 

expressing appreciation of the favourable re oommenciat i on by the Advisory Committee 

on the question of reimbursement of the cost to WHO of the extension to the Palais 

des Nations (section 87)• 

Before concluding he would turn again to the Appendix to document EB27/9 Add.l 

and draw attention to the view of the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly
д 

expressed in section ) of its report, that, "as regards the conclusions of the 

Appraisals Committee， the principal point.of budgetary interest was that an arbitrary 

stabilization of budgets at present levels was not desirable, and that more 

programme funds could and should be usefully employed, without any marked increase 

in administration costs". He might also refer to the two suggestions in section 

that ACABQ should devote particular attention in its next report on co-ordination in 

the field to the position of the specialized agencies and UNICEF and to their 

relations with each other and with the United Nations； and that. ACABQ, should be 

invited to assist the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination with its study of 

the possible effects on the activities of the United Nations family of an increase 

in the operations of the Technical Assistance Programme and the Special Fund» 

F i n a l l y on the question of a consolidated budget for the entire United Nations 

family> referred to in section 6, the Board would be aware of the many potential 
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... ••• • ... - '•‘ ... -
difficulties. However

д
 . was a matter which might' well

 :
be discussed later in the 

framework of the organizational, study on co-ordînatioh» ; 
• ... : v...:'〜’’.-:• • . : ..... :..,‘.> .- '；：..'. .. . ..二 .. 

. . . . . ' • • ' ' / ' . , • . . . . • ； - ‘ . • • , 
- - • • . ； . - • • • • • . 二 . • • • • •： ’ - • • 

' ! . . . . . . - ' . . • . . . . . • - . . . '• * ‘ 

•Mr BRADY", alternate to Dr Hourihane, observed that one of the-valuable features 

of the work of ACABQ was that it'facilitated a comparison between the administrative 
• . • - . . . • — — 、 . ： - . . • . 、 . . • • . . ‘ 

• • . . . . • • • — . • , « • • • • • . . . - . . • ： . . 、 . . . . . • . 
‘j ' ； • ‘ • ’ . ； . • ； • • • • ； . . . . ‘ л . , . • . . - ； ； ； ： . ： . . . , \ ； ； ； ‘ e • . , ‘ ， ’ . - . - . . . - - ’ . 

and financial arrangements of the various agencies. It was no doubt from natural 
...::‘ ....:'.. • ." . . .. . .. .. ‘ - /.... . -> > d “： . .. - • • •：-••: 

modesty that the Director-General and his Assistant Director-General had refrained 

.. ：•• ...... . : . • .. . ‘：;,
:

、： '. 二 ’ .. ... • •. • •.. 

from pointing them out, but there were a number of features in the two documents 

introduced by Mr Siegel which showed WHO in a particularly favourable light. He was 

thinking in particular of the Organization^ reaction to the emergency in the Congo 

and its action to provide special assistance to new and emerging territories^ 

Mr Siegel had been right to draw particular attention to the important 

• .… .....
 :

•‘ • . 
recoimendation that arbitrary stabilization of the budget should not be advocated. 

It represented an advance on some previous recommendations emanating from the United 

Nations
#
 In view of the present needs in the field of health, it was right that the 

expansion of activities should be limited only by the willingness of the Member 

States to provide funds, 

On the question of co-ordination in the field he would look forward with 

interest to further developments
#
 There were some,interesting points in the report 

of ACABQ, particularly regarding оo-ordina-tion at field representative level in 

relation to the various sources of funds
# 

On the question of a consolidated budget- for the entice United Nations family he 

agreed that there need bè no debate at the present stage
 #
 However, ther^•was no 
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reason why the Board should not express some view, not necessarily in the 

form of a résolution¿ A consolidated budget was obviously essential at 

the nati'onal level》 but at the international level the position was somewhat 

different and he personally was doubtful as to the benefits that would 

result It wpuld certainly lead to some undesirable inter-agency manoeuvr-

ing with regard to priorities and to some bureaucratic rigidity. On the 

whole it was as well that the advocates of the scheme themselves considered 

it a remote . prospect • 

.He was glad to know that the problem of post adjustments at Geneva was 

now settled, and through the accepted co-ordination machinery* 工七 had been 

unfortunate that some agencies should have felt, obliged to depart from the 

common system of allowances so soon after its adoption* 

Regarding Part III of the appraisal report^ referred to in section 9 

of the report of ACABQ，it was interesting to note that the main shifts of 

emphasis mentioned were towards activities which had been characteristic 

of WHO since its very early days* Regarding "the development of institu-

tional machinery and the ' improvement of public admi ni st rat i о n
ÎT

 9
 referred to 

in sub-paragraph 9(c)
 5
 it had long been an essential part of WHO

1

 s poli су 

to promote the strengthening of national health administrations, and recent 

events had high-lighted the importance of a sound administrative basis for 

any health development# 

Referring to the statement in paragraph 9(g) of the report of the 

Advisory Committee, that "with the shift to developmental and operational 
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work：and. action programmes, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find 

• t 

suitably • qualified and appropriate technical and expert personnel
n

, 

Mr Siegel had emphasised that it concerned all the agencies covered by the 

appraisal report• He would, however, be interested to know what was the 

present position of WHO in that regard. 

‘In section 12 the Advisory Committee suggested that programme 

appraisals might cover longer i^eriods than five years. In view of the work-

load involved for the individual agencies, he would be interested to know 

whether the Director-General did not feel that, if the matter came u p again, 

a period of в even to ten years should be suggested» 

Part IV of the report gave a gratifying comparative picture of the 

part played by WHO In the Congo; it had sent a largo number of staff and 

it was the agency making the greatest use of fellowships to build u p a pool 

of technical competence. Similarly
5
 Part V gave interesting information on 

WHO
1

 s assistance to the newly independent States and the substantial 

percentage increase in its budget for that purpose. 

Regarding Part VI
5
 he understood that the administrative and opera-

•. ) • . . . . 

tional services costs under the Technical Assistanco Programme were now 

merged in WHO's regular budget and that э. subvention was obtained from the 
. , . 梦 . . . . . . . • . . • • . -Technical Assistance Administration, but that that subvention was not 

. ， - • 

adequate.. He felt that when new arrangement s were made it was important 

to ensure that theire was not too great a disparity between the amount 

provided ánd the Organization
1

s actual expenditure » 
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Finally^ regarding Part X，he was glad to note that, despite the 

great increase in membership of "WHO, the. figures for current collection of 

contributions still coup ared favourably with those of most о七her agencies• 

Professor AUJALEU observed that the documents before the Boards 

supplemented by the eixplanation given by Mr Siegel，presented a very clear 

picture，and also a ver/ favourable one in regará to the administration 

of "WHO, However，he had one гешг.гк to make and one question to ask. 

His remark was as follows s Mr Brady, in referring to the proposals to 

establish a consolidated budget for all the United Nations agencies^ had 

said that he was doubtful about the benefits of such a scheme. Presumably 

the word "doubtful" had been a figure of speech and Mr Brady^ like himself^ 

had no doubt at all that the scheme would be undesirable• It was a great 

advantage, not enjoyed at the national level, for doctors and health 

administrators to be able to discuss budgetary priorities among themselves> 

without the intrusion of considerations not related to health, and every-

thing possible should be done to preserve that advantage. • 

His question concerned the reference in section 85 of the report of 

ACABQ to the steps taken to implement the objectives of the General 

Assembly resolution on research into the control of cancerous diseases. 

IrTthe last sentence of that section, it was stated that the Advisory 

Committee had commented on that question separately^ he could net find 

those comments ；and wondered whether the Directors-General could either 

summarize them or indicate the reference. 
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Mr SIEGEL said that Professor Aujaleu
!

 s question would be answered 

by his colleague^ Dr Kaul, who would be introducing the other documents 

relevant to the present item, 

Mr Brady^ with reference to the statement ox the Advisory Committee 

that it was becoming increasingly difficult to find suitably qualified 

personnel, had asked what was the position of "WHO. The answer was that, 

as far as WHO was concerned, there was not a shortage of suitable personnel; 

the problem that existed related only to the Organization^ inability to 

attract and retain the staff it required, crwing to the inadequacy of 

present scales of salaries and allowances. 

Mr Brady had also asked what would be the Director-General
1

s reaction 

to a proposal that future programme appraisals should cover a period of seven 

to ten years instead of five. That was a question the Director-General 

would prefer not to answer until he had been able to consider it further^ 

it might well be examined in connexion •with the study on co-ordination 

later in the year. 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General^ introduced documents EB27/10 and 

EB27/IO Add.l, relating to decisions of the United Nations and other agencies 

on general and programme matters, and EB27/11，
 o n

 the question of canccr 

research• 

Document EB27/10 contained de cisons taken by the United Nations 

General Assembly during the first part of its fifteenth session, the Economic 
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and Social Council at its thirtieth session, the Forty-fourth International Labour 

Conference, the Board of Governors of IAEA and the Eleventh General Conference of 

UNESCO• He would refer only to those resolutions calling for special attention or 

action by the Board. 

Resolution 799 (XXX) of the Econoiric and Social Council，on the тюгк of the 

Administrative Coxmrdttee on Co-ordination^ invited the executive heads of the 

specialized agencies to take measures necessary to facilitate the discharge by the 

ACC of its increasing responsibilities^ expressed the hope that future reports of 

the ACC would include specific suggestions for Council action, and, noting that the 

specialized agencies had cortain responsibilities in relation to the peaceful uses 

of atomic energy in their respective fields of coiipetence^ expressed the opinion that 

the periodical review of that field through the ACC should be undertaken on an annual 

basis and the results included in the report of the ЛСС to the Council. 

Resolution 798 (XXX)，as a result of the appraisals report to -which Mr Siegel 

had referred, established an ad hoc working group of six meiribers of the Council to 

study the report of the ACC, and other reports of the United Nations organs, as well 

as the annual reports of the specialized agencies^ and prepare a concise statement of 

the issues and problems in the field of co-ordination calling for the special atten-

tion of the Council• 

Resolution 797 (XXX) dealt with administrative and technical trainings The 

Council, having noted the eirphasis placed in the consolidated appraisals report 

prepared by the specialized agencies, on recent developments in programmes for 
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training at all levels and on the need for more concerted efforts to assist the 

developing countries in the iirprovement of education^ recommended that the agencies 

should within their owi spheres of coirpetence give a high priority in their future 

work to administrative and technical training) and asked them to provide the Council 

•with information on this subject in their annual reports. The principles expressed 

in that resolution were very close to those eirtoodied in the general programme of 

work for a specific period，as well as in the annual programmes and in the 

Director-Goneral
1

 s reports thereon. The Board might therefore -wish to adopt a 

resolution concurring in the opinions ox the Council, reaffirming the constitutional 

responsibilities of the Organization in medical and paramedical education and 

training厂 and requesting that "WHO continuo to assist the other organizations in 

that field» 

Resolution 792 (XXX) dealt "with fields of concerted action
t
 The Council 

asked for suggestions for a concerted action in the fields of industrialization^ 

urbanization and oceanography. Several health problems invariably arose in 

programmes of "urbanization. The redistribution of national populations that was 

often associated -with the specific conditions of rapid urbanization made it imperative 

that health administrations be consulted so that adequate measures could be taken to 

proteot and promote the health of the people involved. The Tenth World Health 

Assembly and the Executive Board at its twenty-first session had considered the 

participation of WHO in broad United Nations programes in the social and 
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economic field and the Director—General believed that urbaBization fulfilled 

the principles and criteria set out by tho govornins bodies of the Org:miz:ition 

for.its par七icipation in 七he proposed concerted action programme for 

urbanization
#
 Such participation w o l d also conform to the principles 

set out in the Organization7s programme of work for a specific period
# 

The Board might therefore xd.sh to authorize WHO participation in the broad 

programme on urbanization. 

In resolution 770 (XXX)
y
 on the international control of narcotic 

drugs) the C o m c i l noted the report of the Commission ón Narcotic Drugs 

and that of the Permanent Central Opium Board, as well as that of the 

Middle East Narcotic Survey Mission
 #
 It expressed appreciation of the ' 

work of Ш0 and invited it to study the possibility and advisability of 

giving assistance in the field of drug addiction to such countries as 

might desire i t . 

In a further resolution the C o m c i l called the attention of governments 

to the opinion of "WHO "that drugs were required for use in emergencies on 

board aircraft engaged in international flight, and to the legal advice 

thereon on the United Nations Secretariate The C o m c i l further made 

recommendations for the carriage of narcotic drugs in firsts-aid kits 

of aircraft engaged in international flight^ and to that end established 

certain principles
# 

D o c m e n t ЕБ27/10 Add.l contained eleven resolutions adopted by the 

United Nations General Assembly at its fifteenth session， one by the 
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Economic and Social C o m c i l and four by UNESCO
 #
 He would first refer to 

resolution 1^16 (XV) of the General Assembly on the economic and social 

consequences of disarmament^ as the Executive Board had already considered 

that question and might find in the resolution some points of interest. 

In resolution 1^33 (XV) the Board might wish to note that "under 

the confirmed allocations of f m d s for the Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance in 1961 Ш0 had an allocation of 6 912 kh^ dollars. 

He wo-uld refer to two re solutions ̂  both on programme appraisals : 

the first contained in document EB27/10，was resolution 791 (JXS.) of 

the Economic and Social Council; the second，contained, in document EB27/10 

Add.l, resolution l ^ k (XV) of the General Assembly,. The C o m c i l , having 

revie"wed the consolidated report submitted by its Committee on prog^rjrmie 

appraisals (a few copies were available for any members of. the Board "who 

cared to see them) expressed its appreciation to the participating organdzations 

transmitted the report ..to the General Assembly and invited the specialized 

agencies to submit the consolidrvbed report for consideration and comment 

before representative governing todies„, as appropriate
 0
 That was one 

of the reasons for bringing the resolution to the Board
;

с attention ̂  The 

agencies were invited to include a section in their annual reports indicating 

the extent to which the 七rends and emphasis of their programmes as outlined 

in their individual appraisals had been developed as anticipated
%
 The 

Board might therefore wish to take soino decision empowering the Organization 

to continue to co-operate in that field. 
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The Economic and Social Council at its resuaed thirtieth session had 

adopted resolution 806 (XXX), establishing a collective name for the work 

of the United Nations in the field of technical assistance • United 

Nations Programme of Technical Co-operation - and inviting the specialized 

agencies to consider the possibility of using the collective name to cover 

also their own activities in the field of technical assistance. 

finally he referred to resolutions 1.2321, 1.2522 ani 1*2323 of 

UNESCO
1

 s Eleventh General Conference，concerning education and training in 

Africa. The General Conference of UNESCO had invited the African Mamber 

States and Associate Members to devote particiiLar attention to, and talce 

energetic action in, strengthening and developing rapidly their educational 

systons. The Conference had authorized the Director-General of UNESCO, in 

collaboration with interested Member States and \dth the competent inter-

national or regional goverrmentsl or погь-governaenfcal organizations， to 

undertake basic studies with a view to planning and developing education, 

more particularly at the primary and secondary level
?
 and especially for the 

African States. That was an important developnenfc because ¥B0 had invariably 

attached considerable importance to education and training in the field of 

health and could not therefore bub welcome that interest in education 

generally and especially in the African Region^ It might help the Organization 

in finding more and better prepared candidates for troiiüng for the medical 

and allied professions. The current emphasis laid by UNESCO on education 

would certainly lead to a greater collaboration be七ween the two agencies 

in the pursuit of common goals, each of course in its own sphere of competence
¥ 

The meeting rose at 12, 55 p.m. 


